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CO807 Spiritual Intelligence 4-0-0 4
PhD Course

Instructor: Dr. Ranjith Kumar S, Asst. Professor – Dept. of M & C, ASAS, Mysuru

COURSE DETAILS:

Unit I

Spiritual Intelligence(SI) – Meaning & Definition –Top 10 Traits of High Spiritual Intelligence-
Measure of Spiritual Intelligence (SQ Scale) – Intelligent Quotient score – Relationship between
Moral and Intelligence and Spiritual Intelligence – Difference between Emotional Intelligence
and Spiritual Intelligence – Foundation of Spiritual Intelligence - Analysis of Spiritual
Intelligence – Mindfulness to Spiritual Intelligence.

Unit II

Operating System of Spiritual Intelligence – Twin poles of attention: Subject pole and the object
pole – Opposite polarity. Ego – Qualities of Ego; Soul – Qualities of Soul – Purpose of Ego and
Soul- Location of Soul: Nonphysical location- Scientific Evidence of Soul – Religious belief –
Personal Benefits of Spiritual Intelligence – Social Benefits of Spiritual Intelligence and
Corporate Benefits of Spiritual Intelligence.

Unit III

Dimensions of Spiritual Intelligence: SI and Mediation, SI and Science, SI and Emotional
Intelligence, SI and Self Esteem, SI and Intuition, SI and Creativity, SI and Ethics, SI and
Personal Experience. Journey of Spiritual Growth – Mechanism of attention: The Restoration of
the Soul.

Unit IV

Spiritual Intelligence on Leadership efficiency – Problem solving capacity of SI for Artificial
Intelligence – Relationship between Spirituality and Work place Emotional Intelligence - SI
implication for employees role in insurance sectors – Managers’ emotion and SI on the
performance of Insurance companies.
Unit V

Holistic view of Personality – Prediction of employee satisfaction based on SI – SI is the ultimate Intelligence – (Case study) – Effect of SI: Creating satisfied employees through SI – Development of problem solving ability of Employees in insurance sectors – 3Q Training and Scalar methodology of SI – Neuro science of Spiritual Intelligence – SQ and personal experience of employees and organization.

Books Recommended:

1. Rajesh, Bhagwan Shree - Books of Secrets -Publisher: McClelland and Steward 1994
3. Thomas a Kempis–The limitations of Christ – Publisher : The Month
4. Spiritual Intelligence- Bhakth Prabhupada
5. Complete Yoga-Swami Vivekananda

Textbooks for reference:

3. Wil ber.K – Integral Psychology: Consciousness, Spirit and Psychology-Publisher: Shambhala
4. Draper. B (2010)- Spiritual Intelligence: A new way of being -Publisher: Lion Hudson
5. Amrant.Y- Seven Dimensions of Spiritual Intelligence -Publisher: